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Abstract 

Threshold spaces often contain a narrative moment that holds both 
the past, the present and the future. It is ambiguous since it can both 
connect an separate. It works as a transition through spatial sequences, 
where it changes from one position to another. They thrive on spatial 
ambivalence and the expectation of what is to come.

In my investigation, I want to highlight these qualities. By unfolding 
methods from photography, threshold  spaces can be enhanced. Working 
in-between mediums such as photography, drawing and models. 
Transforming the findings into new space. I want to invite the visitors into 
a moment, going through, inside and around the space.
 
Working with photography I highlight different parts to later take it 
further into 3D modeling, to show my findings in the image. After 
this translation in the digital world, it comes back to the analogue 
world again. Here it’s possible to work in a less controlled way than 
in the computer. So the method goes through different stages in 
representations from 2D analogue to 3D modeling. 

The work has been divided into four parts, starting at Stadsbiblioteket in 
Stockholm. Stadsbiblioteket builds on spatial sequences when moving 
from one room to another. It creates different feelings and impacts on 
the visitors. Through watching how people move in these sequences, I 
started to write narratives that were translated into images, drawings and 
models. Working in-between representations was interesting because 
they influenced and impacted on each other. 

The next step was to select one of the models from that investigation to be 
able to deepen the approach a step further. Based on three photographies 
from one of the models, I categorized them by photographic techniques. 
These were projection, zoom in and composition. From the categorization 
three imaginary rooms was created through drawings and models. 
 

In the third step a site was selected, Frösö Church, as the place where 
I could try my method in the real world, where it was possible to take 
measurements and look at light settings that couldn’t be controlled. 
The passage between the entrance and the main room was taken out 
of its context and went through the same method as in the previous 
investigation.
 
The last step was the exhibition at Konstfack. To be able to show the 
method in this exhibition, the three elements were built to integrate with 
each other, creating a tension between the surfaces. By putting these 
pieces together it creates new rooms in between.  The visitor will be able 
to go in, through and around to experience different spatialities from 
different angles. With pictures and drawings on the wall the method were 
illustrated.
 
I tell a story through every image I take. I want to invite you into my 
world and experience architecture in another way. I freeze a moment in 
time and let you explore it. I’m introducing a way of seeing. In a narrative 
there is a desire to come to a conclusion together with the audience that 
listens. This is where I leave you to develop the story on your own and 
with your imagination. It is about the expectations of what is to come.
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Memory

My first memory of a space was underneath a chestnut tree when I was 
a child. I had to make an effort with my small body to lift the big branch 
and bend it upwards to be able to squeeze my body underneath it. It was a 
perfect hiding spot for me when I played hide and seek with my parents. 

My feelings were strong, when the light streams were flickering through 
the leaves and on to my body. The wind moved the leaves and the 
sunlight made the space shift in its appearance. 

This experience from that space affected me more than I have 
understood. This has become almost like a sequence in my mind. It was 
like a short movie scene where the light shift and it felt like a flash of 
images that comes in front of me.

When visiting the same space many years later it was totally different. My 
body had changed, I was longer and the scale of the space had shifted. 
The flickering light was the only thing that was the same, regardless of my 
age. The big space inside became a place for reflection and tranquility 
instead of a perfect hiding spot. This is still a place that affects my body 
in a physical way, moving through the layers of branches and at the 
same time a place for my head, a mental space. It shifted from a narrow 
sequence to a bigger void inside. A place where I move through space.
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I tell stories through my images, when capturing something with my 
camera it usually has another dimension. The observer needs to fill in what 
is missing. Inviting to an emotion and let your imagination do the rest. 

In the same way in architecture threshold spaces, passages and corridors 
invites to think of the next space. These places are there to either 
connect rooms, enhance another room or guide you to the next layer 
of the space. They are ambiguous spaces. They trigger us to move on, 
to explore more of the space. Highlight what I think is an architectural 
blindspot. The place located in-between is as important as any other 
room. Where I work with the ambiguity of this space and find a method 
that lets me explore the inner core. 

”The history of the corridor as a device for removing traffic from rooms 
has yet to be written. From the little evidence I have so far managed 
to glean, it makes its first recorded appearance in England at Beaufort 
House, Chelsea, designed around 1597 by John Thorpe. While evidently 
still something of a curiosity, its power was beginning to be recognized, for 
on the plan was written ’ A long entrance through all.” — Evans, Robin / 
Translations from drawing to building and other essays/ p. 70

Since we live in a world of images we are never sure whether it is a real 
photo or a created world. We can only understand it through the process 
in our head. Depending on who looks at the image, they will understand 
and analyze it differently. 

Images that usually catch my attention are pictures that create 
atmospheres. The image is created with light. Depending on which light 
that is captured it will show different moods. This is interesting how the 
weather and light can transform any image into a shifted reality. 

Nicholas Alan Cope is a photographer who takes images of architecture. 
He uses the contrast between light and dark. It becomes as a graphic 
poster instead of a 3D facade. This transformation from 2D to 3D is 
interesting for me in my project.

Introduction to photography and threshold spaces
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The first encounter with a space is usually a threshold, hallway or a 
passage. Here the first meeting with the space occur and it could either 
enhance or reduce the experience. A place that has a mystique, where 
one can use its curiosity and imagination. I have always been fascinated 
in spaces that are strong and fragile at the same time.

In my mother’s old home you entered the house and walked through the 
first door. There you encountered the next door that would lead you to 
the actual hallway. So the first space was fragile because it let the cold 
air come in. Since this house was kept warm through the fireplace it was 
necessary not to let any precious warm air slip out. This was the most 
sensitive part of the house but at the same time it had the strongest 
affect for the experience of the space.

”Wolfgang Weisenheimer calls them ’tools for architectural choreography’ 
and identifies the narrative moment in the threshold. He emphasizes the 
dual nature of thresholds, namely that they can connect and separate. 
Architects react to this distinctive characteristic in the design process. 
Threshold details are the most sensitive, elegant repertoire in architectural 
language.” — Boettger, Till /2004/ Threshold spaces p.10

My experience is if we have a small space in Sweden we usually choose 
to have an open floorplan to make it feel bigger. In Kristina Fridhs book 
”Japanese rooms” she describes that in Japan they usually work the other 
way around. She describes a small place where they had put in a column 
or a sliding door to make the experience different. The column is placed so 
everything can’t be seen at once. You have to move around in the space to 
understand it. It creates a mental space that triggers your imagination. The 
same in Japanese gardens, if you have a small area there is a lot of plants. 
To make the viewer go around to see everything and makes it feel much 
bigger than it actually is. You fill it with a meaning.
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The word photography comes from the greek word ’phos’ that means 
light and ’graphic’ that means brush. To paint with light. I want to use 
photography to frame and analyze my findings of the threshold space. 
The camera allows me to zoom in or out, to focus or blur, catch different 
light settings.

I work with different representations techniques to highlight the potential 
of the space. Work in-between photography, drawing and model.
Each step will let me explore the space further. To go from 2D to 3D and 
create more layers from the first image. Using models to be able to show 
the sequence and play around with composition. Work with the interplay 
of models, images and drawings to transform my design. 

I will do this through different investigations. 

1. Stadsbiblioteket → Narrative, Photography, Drawing and Model

2. Fiction to Fiction → Model, Photography, Drawing and Model

3. Site to fiction → Photography, Drawing and Model

4. Konstfack → Exhibition, Photography, Measurements, Podiums
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Investigation 1
Stadsbiblioteket
Narratives to fiction

Text / Photo / Drawing / Model

Text 
I began with looking at transitional spaces. The investigation started at 
Stadsbiblioteket. I wanted to try new methods to be able to understand 
more about my fascination for these spaces. I visited Stadsbiblioteket 
several times to take in the atmosphere, movement and sound of the space.

After a reflection, narratives were made. It was categorized into different 
texts, one poetic text where the reader could take in their own experiences, 
one that talk about direction of movement and one about sound. After the 
texts was written I went back to take pictures of the space.

Through these narratives and photos drawings were made from the 
experience and memory of them. The in-between space interested me.  
The transitional space that was in-between the entrance and the main hall. 
— What would it be if I isolated that part?

Reading about music and composition the word called Intermezzo 
appeared, that means a  short musical piece that usually is used between 
two acts. It can even be a short independent piece, this is fascinating. In 
theatre they use ”stop action” to let the audience fill in what is missing.
— What would a space like that be?

Inger Bergström describes in her book ”Rummet och människans 
rörelser”, a cloister where the architect has worked with the plan of the 
building so that some activities will not be disturbed by people walking 
around there. The corridors are planned so that you have to change your 
rhythm while walking. For example the entrance to the library is more 
narrow so that two people couldn’t walk next to each other and talk. 
Instead you have to walk one by one and that lowers your voice and you 
concentrate on walking into the next space. This correlation in-between 
spaces is interesting.
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Photos and drawings

From different aspects of the narratives/photos drawings were made. There 
was a mystique in the building that was highlighted in the drawings. Without 
access to all the parts of the library my imagination started to run free. 
— What was behind the walls?
— Are there any hidden rooms?

A place were my imagination was stimulated. This is something that I usually 
miss in interior architecture. Places that don’t tell me everything at once. 

Kristina Fridh describes how a Japanese garden is planned. The journey 
is emphasized instead of the presumed target. My first thought is physical 
and mental spaces. It feels like we in the west only concentrate on the 
physical and the visual while for example in Japan they focus more on the 
mental and emotional part of a space.
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Front /
Wall approach

Perspective

Sequence in Rhino / 
Stair approach

Drawing and models

Drawings from two approaches were made, one about the stair and one 
about the walls in the rotunda. On the stair approach, surfaces were 
created that was rebuilt to create a new structure on it. The surfaces 
was dragged in different directions and it created hollows and gaps that 
became small spaces. Connecting two different surfaces with this method 
an in-between passage was created. It was hard to understand how it 
would be to go through because it shifted in direction, light and distance.

On the other approach, the walls in the rotunda, I draw walls that had a 
distance in-between that created several directions to choose from when 
entering the space. The curiosity from the text, to appear and disappear 
in the same space, was now enhanced in the drawings. 

Now it was time to start with the models to understand the scale and 
work with light in a less controlled way than in the digital. Of course it 
will be controlled but manually instead of coordinates in a 3D-program.

Le Corbuiser says ”An architecture must be walked through and 
traversed” (Boettger, Till /Threshold spaces p.18) Through photography I 
traverse and highlight a threshold space, design to enhance my findings 
and let the viewer experience that.

Different materials was tried to quickly get a sense of the space. Pieces 
of wood, corrugated cardboard that had a texture in itself and that was 
flexible to make curves in, were tested. The result was not pleasing, 
a more solid material was needed to get a different result. A casting 
method with plaster and styrofoam was tried. Working with mass and 
void instead of a surface that didn’t have that much thickness. I casted 
four different models from the drawings and got out pieces to combine in 
different ways.

With the physical models I realized that it shouldn’t just be one direction 
in the passage. It need to be a correlation between the surfaces/walls, so 
that it creates a tension in-between.
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Investigation 2
Fiction to fiction
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I returned to Inger Bergström where she talks about how we choreograph 
spaces and how it affects our behaviors. I have often worked with 
fragments to affect how people move. That parts in a fragmentized view 
can create a whole. 

A door is a great example of an architectural piece that works from part 
to whole. You leave one space behind and will encounter something 
new on the other side. This can occur inside/outside or in-between two 
spaces. It becomes a sequence to move through. Usually you might not 
even think of it. 
— Could I emphasize the experience of a space? 
— Can an interspace hold the past, the present and the future?
— Intrigue what is yet to come?

When I use my camera I portray a space at a certain time. I freeze that 
moment, which will live on forever through the image or in my mind, an 
open interpretation. 
— Could I invite to an emotion instead of giving it one? 

Usually we program a space and decide on what it should look like and 
how it will be used. 
— But what if I would start in another angle? 
I am working with the physical and mental space. A space that could be 
experienced and then live on as an imprint in your body or mind. 
 
”The crucial faculty of the image is its magical capacity to mediate between 
physical and mental, perceptual and imaginary, factual and affectual. 
Poetic images, especially, are embodied and lived as part of our existential 
world and sense of self. Images, archetypes and metaphors structure our 
perceptions, thoughts and feelings, and they are capable of communicating 
messages of deep time as well as mediating epic narratives of human life 
and destiny.” — Pallasmaa, Juhani /2011/ The embodied image

To move through space has always intrigued me. Because as in 
a transition something changes from one position to another. In 
photography I can relate to this as well. If I move the angle of the camera 
it shifts composition, light, emotion. I have to be present to take a picture 
because it can be about seconds if I catch it or not. It becomes snapshots 
that later can be combined to a whole, each snapshot tells a story of 
its own, but they can also be assembled into a narrative. I work with 
dissected sequences where I decide from which angle I take a picture 
and later compose the whole space.

”Rörelserymd karaktiseras av en avsaknad av hela vyer. Här är 
kompositionselementen beroende av förhållandet till varandra istället för 
ett övergripande system. De olika rumsskapande elementen uppfattas i 
sekvenser som skapas genom att rörelseinriktningen böjs av och synfältet 
skyms. Genom att röra sig genom rummen succesivt upplever man olika 
scenarier som inte kan överblickas samtidigt, ett fenomen som Mitsuo 
Inoue kallar för böjning och växling.” — Fridh, Kristina /2004/ Japanska 
rum

It’s fascinating how a picture can make us get intrigued by a space, it 
can almost become our favorite piece of architecture, even if we haven’t 
experienced it with our bodies. The picture triggers the mind and you can 
use your imagination to imply your own experiences on it.
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Investigation 2
Fiction to fiction

A model from the first investigation was chosen to be able to continue to 
explore my method of the interspace. The model was separated into two 
parts and changed into different combinations.

Through the camera techniques I looked at the model in several ways, 
working with artificial light to create different light settings on the 
model. The findings was categorized and called Projection, Zoom 
in and Composition. Threshold spaces has many functions such as 
redirecting, separating and connecting to other spaces. Through 
different photographic methods these qualities can be enhanced. In 
the projection I look at the connection, the zoom in, the redirecting and 
in the composition where the separation is investigated. These three 
pictures was then transformed into 3D.

Projection

Zoom in

Composition
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Projection

To understand more about the image, I made an abstraction of the 
picture and looked at the light, in a similar way as Nicholas Alan Cope. 
On top of the picture a line drawing was made to trace the direction 
of the shadow. The projection had created a connection between the 
already existing surfaces. The image was transferred into a 3D modeling 
program and there the projection/shadow got a thickness. A new 
element was created from the translation from image to drawing. 

I had to imagine how it would be to walk in this space. How thick should 
the wall be to get a glimpse of what is behind? I wanted it to be thin 
so that the space would feel light. The shadow is created from the 
projection in the image and it feels almost ungraspable. I’m searching 
for the inner core of the space. Through photography I get a glimpse of 
what that could be. I isolated and framed a piece of that space and took 
it further into my method.

From the drawing a model was made to see how the projection would 
be in a physical way. Back to the abstraction of the picture I looked how 
the light hit the surface. That gave me the idea to use color in the same 
way. The shadow and the surfaces that don’t get hit by the light, was 
made darker, to enhance and change the appearance of the space. The 
color combinations on the models where influenced by the twilight in 
Östersund. During wintertime the nordic light is low and intense. There is 
only a few hours with daylight during this period.

”When kissing and enmeshed, architecture is surprised into responding, 
made aware of the added value of another’s mouth that seeks neither 
nourishment nor reproduction. Kissing requires not only that architecture 
receive the kiss but that it participate in return: that it kiss back.” 
— Lavin, Sylvia / Kissing architecture/ p.110

The interspace is very important for the experience of the space. The 
space that occupies both the inside and the outside. The space that is 
in-between. The space that has two sides and are ambiguous. 
Abstracting interspace makes me visualize my findings and translating/
transforming them through the cameralense and invite the viewer to 
explore it.
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Diagram / Colour
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Diagram
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Zoom in

With the second picture, the zoomed in version, I focused on the 
thresholds direction of the picture. An abstraction and line drawing 
were made to have a clearer image to work from and manipulate in the 
3D modeling program. The two different directions of the threshold can 
enhance the experience from walking through one space to the next, as a 
choreographic tool. By zooming in with the camera it removes any other 
information that disturbs. The light that comes into the picture makes 
me curious of what is behind and this is where the narrative part of the 
threshold room gets interesting.

Extending the thresholds and give it different directions, so that you 
could see from one side into the next. But on the opposite side you have 
to walk inside the threshold to see the other opening.
From the first image of the zoomed in version I translated the color on the 
model to see the difference in how the light hit the surface. So the parts 
that were in the shadow has a darker color and the parts that get hit by 
the light has another nuance.

AbstractionLine drawing
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PlanIsometric
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Diagram / Colour
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Composition

In photography it is often about composition, how things are related to 
each other. The eye sees everything in the picture but if you go through 
the camera eye it is possible to isolate what you want the viewer to see. 
By changing small movements with the camera the image transforms, 
it can create new experiences in the same place. So with the third 
picture, the composition, I tried something different. Making models of 
styrofoam to quickly create volumes to be able to take images. A collage 
was created and put together in another order. 

This created a new space and ways of walking around. In the 3D modeling 
program I continued to think of how they could affect each other in the 
meeting. In a previous project I worked with examining the skin qualities by 
pushing, pulling or twisting the skin, it changed its expression. In the same 
way I wanted to change the composition of the models in this investigation 
by boolean operations. From the collage a transformation was made of the 
shapes where the meeting occurred, this enhanced the composition.

In the model the color enhanced the meeting points. When two surfaces 
have been changed from the composition and the boolean operations, 
the color was applied to highlight the new interspace. It changes 
direction on how you walk and perceive the space.

Thomas Demand works as a photographer and did a project where he 
studied architectural models up close. The models where not his own 
but he wanted to grasp the hidden meaning of the models. In his work he 
investigated how an image can provoke the memory of a space. I think we 
tend to fill the image with our experience and therefore fill it with meaning.
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Investigation 3
A real site to fiction
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Investigation 3

A real site to fiction   

In investigation 2 I could control the first step with the light setting of 
the model. With a site it is different, the light can’t be controlled the 
same way. Frösö kyrka was chosen as my site, it has a threshold space 
between the entrance and the main hall.

Frösö kyrka lays on the top of a hill with a fantastic view over Storsjön 
and the beautiful nature that surrounds it. The light shifts dramatically 
depending on the weather and so does the facade on the outside. It turns 
from light pink into blue at twilight. The natural light effect the inside 
differently depending on which time of day it is.
— How can I work with this space in the same way as with the models?
— Can I combine my findings in different steps?

We as architects start with the frame and then fill it with meaning.
Bernard Cache describes in his book Earth moves, that architecture is 
made through an interlocking of frames and you don’t know what the 
frames will be filled with until it has a function. Therefore you can see an 
old church become a market and an old school turn into private homes. 
Looking at spaces and interiors I want to find it’s story. 
— What does it tell me?

Starting with taking pictures of the interspace to isolate one part of the 
building and work further with it. There is one window in the entrance 
space, the light comes in from the right side of the building. The passage 
that leads to the main hall is darker because the roof height is lower. The 
big windows from the main hall cast the light into the lower part of the 
space and reflects on the walls inside of the passage. 

The abstraction of the image lets me take away some information from 
the site. Highlight what I think is important, as the rhythm of the corridor. 
The projection, zoom in and composition method makes me look at 
the threshold in different ways. Since the threshold has the qualities of 
connecting, separating and enhancing other rooms this is what I will 
work with in my design.

The threshold in the church is a corridor and creates a perspective in the 
image. Drawing from these aspects I tend to loose the qualities of the 
projection since there is not much sunlight coming into this space. The 
passage has smaller details, such as frames, that separates the corridor 
into three parts.
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Drawing from the images and measurements from the site I enhance 
the rhythm and redraw it’s appearance to create new spaces from my 
information. I felt that something was missing here, I had lost information 
that I learned from investigation 2 and the models. Going back to the 3D 
modeling program one of the abstracted drawings were taken out and 
made into a model, to be able to take it for another loop in my method.

The qualities of the frame made me work with the model in a more 
controlled way. With different light settings the model took different 
shapes depending on how it was placed when the light hit the surface. 
Working with these fragments I was able to take it apart or put it 
together, creating different spatialities through the illusion of the light.

Isometric Plan
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The relationship between photography and architecture are clear. In both 
methods you freeze a moment in time. By taking photographs and 
making drawings it creates new images and rooms. When changing the 
light endless possibilities take shape, new rooms are formed, mass and 
void change the expression of the space. Photography is about painting 
with light, a momentary feeling of something that can not be understood 
with the intellect, just imagined and perceived.
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Investigation 4
Exhibition
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Exhibition

From the discussion on the first examination we talked about a sixth 
model. If it would be possible to show my investigations through a new 
model but use the information from my previous work. Since the exhibition 
is placed at Konstfack, it would be fun to include the site in my method.
— Can I combine the method and show my previous investigations in the 
same space?

To be able to show more details I have taken images around in the school. 
The new models are built from different perspectives. The visitor should 
experience the elements from different ”camera-angles”. The model 
was divided into three parts to create a space in-between. Adjustment 
of height has been influenced on how the visitor should experience the 
previous investigations. Based on how the visitor moves in the exhibition 
it will create new spatialities. 
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Exhibition

The highest part is for Investigation 3, Frösö church. To be able to see 
into the model at eye level it’s 1400 cm. It’s placed so that the visitor can 
walk around and experience the interior. The details for this podium is 
taken from Seminariegatan based on images taken on a door, a window 
and protection for the ventilation. From this composition boolean 
operation were made and created an opening in the middle of the 
element where the second model from Frösö church will be placed.

The second element is slightly lower so that the models from 
Investigation 2 can be viewed from the side and from above. This element 
has an extended part that will fit into the higher element to create a 
tension in-between the two surfaces. Also here the details are taken from 
Seminariegatan. The composition is from a door that has a crack that 
continues on to the wall. This detail is enhanced and transfered to the 
element.

The third element is the lowest and has details from one of the staircases. 
From one of the images there is one of the steps that has a distance from 
the wall. Above the stair their is a relief on the wall. These details has 
been translated to the lowest element as a composition. On top of this 
element models from investigation 2 will be placed, so that the visitor can 
play around with the composition of these models on site.

The three elements is placed together so that they create a tension 
in-between. This makes is possible to go in, through and around. 
Usually architectural models is viewed from above but I wanted it to 
be a dynamic between the surfaces and models. Depending on where 
the visitor is placed in the exhibition it will create new angles on how to 
perceive the work. To show the transformations in my method, images 
and drawings were placed on the wall behind the models.
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↓ ↓ ↓
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In the exhibition the project was placed in an in-between space which 
made it impossible to place the podiums as planned from the beginning. 
It was a narrow passage and the podiums were instead placed in a row. 
At first I thought it would be a problem with the placement of the project 
but I worked with it instead. Since the project is about showing spaces 
that usually gets by unnoticed I got people to walk around my podiums to 
get to the work that was further in. 

The lowest podium was placed a bit further out, so that the layers of 
information on the wall would be visible. Through quotes, images and 
drawings the audience could go deeper down into the process/method if 
wanted. While standing in the exhibition space a lot of questions came up 
from the audience. ”Why do you work with in-between spaces?”
Some people read it as a light and shadow play and some thought of 
other references in psychology. It was interesting to hear other peoples 
thoughts about the project and how it was received. While explaining 
the project to the audience a lot of people got a new way of seeing 
architecture. One comment was ”you brought shadows to life and you 
made architecture poetic”.
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Conclusion and reflection

In my work I have highlighted what I experience as the unseen in 
architecture. The poetic feeling of a space. 

To describe a room through something else, with light and shadow.
I have freezed a moment in time to enhance the threshold space and lift 
up the experience of it, that during the walk through, it will reveal itself. 
Spaces that lets the imagination start to run free.

Things that usually don’t take place or as we just think of as natural 
effects from lighting I made stronger. This creates an impact on the 
visitor and that they will start noticing it. I’ve introduced a way of seeing. 
In my work I have taken care of how the light affects the space and how it 
also can create new ways of experiencing the same site when describing 
it through different qualities.

If we as architects work with site specific features in our work, this could 
be one way of approaching the space. To abstract qualities and highlight 
the potential of them. To renew how we see a sight and what it possibly 
could be. As I see this field that we are in, it is about taking care of 
something. To work with the experience of a space and take care of all 
the details in what that includes. 

This method could be used in different ways, to create new ways of 
walking or highlighting details and enhance them. In the last presentation 
the discussion opened up the ambiguity of the method, is it a space, is it 
a furniture? I think this is what I wanted to grasp in my project. In every 
field we have a certain language to describe qualities and sometimes 
the unsaid need to be lifted. If we can’t place something in a box or talk 
about it, what is it then? 

We as interior architects work in-between representations and this 
is interesting how each step of the process makes the project more 
complex. When adding layers of information we can describe different 
qualities from the same space.
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